TGF 9900

POWER
85 HP

ENGINE
KUBOTA - 4 Cyl - 16V TURBO – 3769 CC

TRANSMISSION
16+16 synchronized reverse

WEIGHT (KG)
2160÷2340 (rollbar) –
2320÷2520 (Protector cab)

CAPACITY (KG)
2400
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SUPER-LOW-PROFILE TRACTOR
TGF 9900 (85 hp) is the Antonio Carraro super-low profile tractor with unequal wheels, designed to work nimbly within narrow gaps performing extremely
tight turnings. It is the ideal tractor to work in the thickest orchards, in tendone vineyards, greenhouses and steep slopes. Powerful and compact, TGF
guarantees outstanding performance in every kind of ground. In order to support every customer’s specific needs, TGF offers many possibilities of
personalization, with several tires sets and the pressurized Protector 100 cab, the first compact cab with Class 4 pressurization, which certifies the highest
level of insulation from harmful elements during plant protection treatments..
.

FEATURES

ACTIO™
AC Full Chassis with
Oscillation - cast iron full
chassis hosting the tractor's
transmission. with a central
articulated joint which
allows a longitudinal
oscillation up to 15°; this
system allows the tractor to
keep up with the soil's
sinuosity ensuring constant
traction and grip.
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TRANSMISSION - 16+16

EXG MAXIMUM PROTECTION

Synchronized transmission gearbox with 32 speeds, 16 fwd
+16 rev, and synchronized shuttle reverser; PTO 540/540e
independent and ground speed with progressive
electrohydraulic engagement; Start inhibit switch on shuttle
reverser and PTO selector; Electrohydraulic front/rear or only
rear differential lock; Electrohydraulic disengagement control
for front drive wheels; Hydraulic clutch.

As a proof of its reliability, Antonio
Carraro offers, in addition to its twoyear standard warranty, an extension
of warranty coverage up to three or
four years.

The TGF is the last word in multifunctionality: although a highly specialised tractor, the possibility to easily change the track width and
the mode of use make the TGF adaptable to all working environments. The integrated lift/PTO/hydraulic system means than multiple
types of implement can be attached to the front or rear 3-point linkage. Flail mower, sprayer, plough, rotary harrow, trailer, grubber
and inter-row cultivator: these are just some of the implements which can be used with the new TGF R.

HEADLIGHT GRILLES

PNEUMATI C SEAT

STEERI NG WHEELS

Protecting the light
assemblies, they also make
the bodywork look more
appealing. OPTION

Pneumatic suspension seat
with height regulation and
automatic driver-weight
adjustment (from 50 kg ti
130 kg).

The short wheelbase and
tight steering radius make
the tractor extremely agile in
crop rows. To further reduce
the turning radius, the
steering* brakes can be
utilized, while accentuating
the steering effect obtained
thanks to the double-acting
constant velocity joints.
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BULLBAR
Tubular steel guard
protecting the bodywork;
integrates the third-point for
the front lift. OPTION
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PROTECTOR 100 FOR TGF
With its only 174 cm-height, Protector 100 is a low pressurized
cab which unites comfort and visibility along with the best
existing protection level: up to now it is the only compact, cat-4
certified pressurized cab in the market. The cat. 4 pressurization
ensures the best insulation from plant protection products ever
achieved in the low profile cabs.

FEATURES

Electronic and automatic speed and engine rev control
device. It memorizes and modulates the tractor speed at
the operator's discretion

The TGF is the last word in multifunctionality: although a highly specialised tractor, the possibility to easily change the track width and
the mode of use make the TGF adaptable to all working environments. The integrated lift/PTO/hydraulic system means than multiple
types of implement can be attached to the front or rear 3-point linkage. Flail mower, sprayer, plough, rotary harrow, trailer, grubber
and inter-row cultivator: these are just some of the implements which can be used with the new TGF R.

PROTECTOR CAB

AI R CONDI TI ONER

PROTECTOR S - TGF CAB

AC Full Chassis with
Oscillation - cast iron full
chassis hosting the tractor's
transmission. with a central
articulated joint which
allows a longitudinal
oscillation up to 15°; this
system allows the tractor to
keep up with the soil's
sinuosity ensuring constant
traction and grip.

The soundproof cab offers
also an automatically
controlled air conditioning
system.
Optional

Protector S is a super-low-profile,
pressurized cab, designed with main
regard to the operator's safety and
health. It is ideal in cultivations
demanding a very low cab, with its
only 174-cm height
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ESC - ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROL

The driver is totally safe on difficult
grounds, sloping rows or crops.
Moreover, its pressurization grants
total insulation from the outside
environment during the handling of
plant protection products.
Protector S is compact, but with a
cozy, obstacle-free access.
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MACHINE AND EQUIPMENT

The integrated lifting - hydraulic
system - PTO assembly can mount a
large variety of implements at both
the front and rear. The lift is a single
group with vertical cylinders,
featuring a 3-point hitch. The rear lift
controls the equipment precisely and
optimizes the stability of the tractor
allowing it to follow the contour of the
terrain without slipping or sliding
sideways.
The front lift* optimizes combined processes such as a
front grass shredder with a rear between-row mower, a
front vine trimmer with a rear side-shoot remover, a
front vine trimmer with a rear mulcher, or a front snow
blade with a rear salt/sand spreader. The clutch of the
PTO features an hydraulic progressive engagement
command.

ERGONOMICS & COMFORT

The tapered and racy design helps
the tractor to maneuver in fields and
increases operator visibility of the
equipment and the surrounding
terrain. The spacious driving position
is easy to access and protects the
operator.
The operating station is suspended
on silent-block, which absorb
vibrations and dampen noise. Thanks
to the ACTIO™ Chassis, the driving
position coincides with the center of
oscillation of the tractor. Sideways
jerking and stress are very limited
and operator fatigue is reduced, even
after many hours.
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